The \art gallery theorem," that 3 guards suce and are sometimes necessary to visually cover a polygon of vertices [ ] [ ], typies the interplay between geometry and combinatorics in a wide variety of subsequent results. The open problems in this collection are intellectual kins to these art gallery-like results. The problems represent a personal selection from the frontier of research on the combinatorics of visibility; no attempt is made to be comprehensive. Updates will be maintained on the Web.
In general, a point can , is to, or a point if the line segment is not obstructed. (The metaphors of \visibility" and \illumination" are used interchangeably.) Often this means that cannot contain any point of a set of obstacles, but sometimes is permitted to contain boundary points of the obstacles (line-of-sight grazing contact). Other nuances to the denition of visibility are appropriate for certain problems, and will be detailed below.
Throughout will be used to denote the constant of proportionality for quantities of the form + for some constant , where is the primary input variable (e.g., the number of vertices). Precise fractional bounds will be supplemented by their approximate decimal equivalents.
Most these problems concern simple polygons. Grazing contact is permitted, so a guard (i.e., a point) sees an interior point if is nowhere exterior, and sees an exterior point if is nowhere interior. A is a point located at a vertex of the polygon. An is an edge of the polygon, which sees a point if there is a point such that is nowhere exterior. Edge guard problems can be viewed as illumination by uorescent lightbulbs. Here visibility permits boundary contact: sees if the segment is nowhere exterior to the polygon. The of a simple polygon has a node for each vertex of , with an arc between two nodes if the corresponding vertices are visible to one another. Note the denition of visibility implies that every edge of is included as an arc of the visibility graph (and therefore the graph is Hamiltonian). For problems where the graph is the input, usually it is assumed given labeled with vertex indices in the order of a counterclockwise boundary traversal.
19 A set of segments is when it is possible to order the segments such that lies in the exterior of the convex hull of . 29. What is the complexity of recognizing whether a set of disjoint non-collinear segments in the plane admits a simple circuit? A is a simple (non-crossing) Hamiltonian circuit in the segment endpoint visibility graph that includes every segment. This is known to be an NP-complete problem when the segments are non necessarily disjoint, and therefore may form polygonal chains [ ].
There are several varieties of \rectangle visibility graphs," sometimes known as RVG's. is a if it can be realized by closed isothetic rectangles in the plane, with pairwise disjoint interiors, with nodes corresponding to rectangles, and arcs corresponding to visibility, under the following denition of visibility: two rectangles see one another i there is either a horizontal or a vertical unobstructed \beam" of visibility of nite width connecting them. The \beam"-visibility requirement is often called \ -visibility" in 
